In this work we propose a novel Hybrid High-Order method for the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations based on a formulation of the convective term including Temam's device for stability. The proposed method has several advantageous features: it supports arbitrary approximation orders on general meshes including polyhedral elements and non-matching interfaces; it is inf-sup stable; it is locally conservative; it supports both the weak and strong enforcement of velocity boundary conditions; it is amenable to efficient computer implementations where a large subset of the unknowns is eliminated by solving local problems inside each element. Particular care is devoted to the design of the convective trilinear form, which mimicks at the discrete level the non-dissipation property of the continuous one. The possibility to add a convective stabilisation term is also contemplated, and a formulation covering various classical options is discussed. The proposed method is theoretically analysed, and an energy error estimate in h k+1 (with h denoting the meshsize) is proved under the usual data smallness assumption. A thorough numerical validation on two and three-dimensional test cases is provided both to confirm the theoretical convergence rates and to assess the method in more physical configurations (including, in particular, the well-known two-and three-dimensional lid-driven cavity problems).
Introduction
In this work we propose a novel Hybrid High-Order (HHO) method for the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations based on a formulation of the convective term including Temam's device for stability [1] .
Introduced in [2] , HHO methods are new generation discretisation methods for PDEs based on discrete unknowns that are broken polynomials on the mesh and on its skeleton. Unlike classical finite element methods, the notion of reference element is not present in HHO, and basis functions are not explicitly defined. Instead, the discrete unknowns are combined to reconstruct relevant quantities inside each element by mimicking integration by parts formulas. These local reconstructions are used to formulate consistent Galerkin terms, while stability is achieved by stabilisation terms devised at the element level. The HHO approach has several advantages: it is dimension-independent; it supports arbitrary approximation orders on general meshes including polyhedral elements, non-matching junctions and, possibly, curved faces [3] ; it is locally conservative; it is amenable to efficient (parallel or serial) computer implementations. The HHO method proposed in this work has additional advantageous features specific to the incompressible Navier-Stokes problem: it satisfies a uniform inf-sup condition, leading to a stable pressure-velocity coupling; it behaves robustly for large Reynolds numbers; it supports both weakly and strongly enforced boundary conditions; at each nonlinear iteration, it requires to solve a linear system where the only globally coupled unknowns are the face velocities and the mean value of the pressure inside each element.
The literature on the numerical approximation of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations is vast, and giving a detailed account lies out of the scope of the present work. We therefore mention here only those numerical methods which share similar features with the HHO approach. Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods, which hinge on discrete unknowns that are broken polynomials on the mesh and have the potential to support polyhedral elements, have gained significant popularity in computational fluid mechanics. Their application to the discretisation of incompressible flows has been considered, e.g., in [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . We particularly mention here [10] , where a DG trilinear form based on Temam's device was proposed which, unlike the one considered here, leads to a non-conservative discretisation of the momentum equation. Linked to DG methods are Cell Centered Galerkin methods, which hinge on incomplete polynomial spaces; see [14, Section 4] for their application to the incompressible Navier-Stokes problem. A second family of discretisation methods worth mentioning here are Hybridisable Discontinuous Galerkin (HDG) methods, which can be regarded as an evolution of DG methods where both face and element unknowns are present. Their application to the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations has been considered, e.g., in [15, 16, 17, 18, 19] ; see also [20] (and, in particular, Remark 5 therein) for a comparison with HHO methods. More recent polyhedral technologies have also been applied to the discretisation of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. We cite here, in particular, the two-dimensional Virtual Element Method (VEM) of [21] ; see also the related work [22] . For a study of the relations among HDG, HHO, and VEM in the context of scalar diffusion problems, we refer the reader to [23, 24] . Finally, as regards HHO methods, applications to incompressible flows have been considered in [25, 26, 20, 27] .
For a given integer k ≥ 0, the HHO method proposed here hinges on discrete velocity unknowns that are vector-valued polynomials of total degree ≤ k on mesh elements and faces, and discontinuous pressure unknowns of total degree ≤ k. Based on the discrete velocity unknowns, we reconstruct inside each element: (i) a velocity one degree higher than element unknowns, leading to the characteristic O(h k+1 )-approximation of the viscous term; (ii) a divergence in the space of scalar-valued polynomials of total degree ≤ whose purpose its twofold: with = k, it is used in the discretisation of the pressure-velocity coupling; with = 2k, it appears in Temam's contribution to the convective trilinear form; (iii) a directional derivative used to formulate the consistent contribution in the convective term. The convective trilinear form embedding Temam's device is the first main novelty of this paper, and it mimicks at the discrete level the non-dissipation property valid at the continuous level. Stability in the convection-dominated regime can be strenghtened by introducing a convective stabilisation term, for which a variety of classical options are here adapted to the HHO framework. The main source of inspiration is [28] , where HHO methods for locally degenerate scalar diffusion-advection-reaction problems are developed. The second important novelty of this work is the extension of Nitsche's technique to weakly enforce boundary conditions on the velocity in the HHO scheme. The weak enforcement of boundary conditions can improve the resolution of boundary layers and simplifies the practical implementation.
Theoretical justification and numerical validation of the proposed method are provided. From the theoretical point of view, we prove an error estimate in h k+1 for the discrete H 1 0 -like norm of the error on the velocity and the L 2 -norm of the error on the pressure. As customary for the Navier-Stokes equations, this error estimate is derived under a data smallness assumption. Following the ideas in [20] , one could also prove convergence without any smallness assumption on the data nor additional regularity on the exact solution. These developments are omitted for the sake of brevity. From the numerical point of view, we provide a thorough assessment of the proposed method using well-known benchmark problems from the literature. Specifically, the convergence rates with or without convective stabilisation and with strongly or weakly enforced boundary conditions are assessed using Kovasznay's solution [29] . The robustness in the convection-dominated regime is assessed, on the other hand, simulating the two-and threedimensional lid-driven cavity flows for Reynolds numbers up to 20,000 and polynomial degrees up to k=8. For these test cases, no analytical solution is available, so we compare with results from the literature.
The rest of this work is organised as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the continuous problem and formulate a key remark that will inspire the design of the discrete trilinear form. In Section 3 we discuss the discrete setting, with particular focus on the local reconstruction operators at the heart of the HHO method. In Section 4 we discuss the discretisation of the various terms, highlight the properties relevant for the analysis, formulate the discrete problem, and carry out its convergence analysis. Section 5 contains a thorough numerical validation on tests commonly used in the literature. The flux formulation of the method highlighting its local conservation properties is derived in Section 6. Finally, Appendix A contains the proofs of intermediate technical results. Readers mainly interested in the numerical recipe and results can skip this technical appendix at first reading.
Continuous setting and a key remark
Let Ω ⊂ R d , d ∈ {2, 3}, denote a bounded connected polyhedral domain with boundary ∂Ω. We consider here a Newtonian fluid with constant density. Denote by f ∈ L 2 (Ω) d a force per unit volume, by ν > 0 a real number representing the kinematic viscosity, and set L 2 0 (Ω) := q ∈ L 2 (Ω) : Ω q = 0 . The weak formulation of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations reads: Find (u, p)
with bilinear forms a and b and trilinear form t such that
Here, w·∇ is the differential operator w·∇
, we have considered wall boundary conditions for the sake of simplicity: other usual boundary conditions can be considered.
The well-posedness of problem (1) for small data hinges on the coercivity of the viscous bilinear form a, on the inf-sup stability of the pressure-velocity coupling bilinear form b, and on the non-dissipativity of the convective trilinear form t. These same stability properties, along with suitable consistency requirements, are key to the design of a convergent HHO method. A coercive discrete counterpart of the bilinear form a has been proposed in [30] ; see also [28] concerning the weak enforcement of boundary conditions. Inf-sup stable HHO counterparts of the bilinear form b, on the other hand, can be found, e.g., in [25, 26, 31] . Here, we generalise them to incorporate weakly enforced boundary conditions.
Let us examine the non-dissipativity property of t in order to illustrate the strategy used to mimick it at the discrete level. We start by noting the following integration by parts formula:
where n denotes the outward unit normal vector to ∂Ω. Using (2) with w = v = z = u (u being the velocity solution to (1)), we get
where we have used (1b) to infer ∇·u = 0 and cancel the first term, and the fact that u vanishes on ∂Ω to cancel the second. This relation expresses the fact that the convective term does not contribute to the kinetic energy balance, obtained taking v = u in (1a). When attempting to reproduce property (3) at the discrete level, a difficulty arises: the discrete counterparts of the terms in the right-hand side of (3) may not vanish, since the discrete solution may not be "sufficiently" divergence-free (see Remark 13) and/or it may not be zero on ∂Ω. To overcome this difficulty, the following modified expression for t can be used as a starting point, an idea which can be traced back to Temam [1] :
Repeating the above reasoning, it is a simple matter to check that this trilinear form satisfies the following generalised version of property (3): For all w, v ∈ H 1 (Ω) d ,t(w, v, v) = 0. This means, in particular, thatt is non-dissipative even if w is not divergence free and v does not vanish on ∂Ω (as may be the case for the discrete velocity).
Discrete setting
In this section we establish the discrete setting. After briefly recalling the notion of mesh and introducing projectors on local polynomial spaces, we define the spaces of discrete unknowns and the local reconstructions upon which the HHO method is built.
Mesh
Throughout the paper, we will use for the sake of simplicity the three-dimensional nomenclature also when d = 2, i.e., we will speak of polyhedra and faces rather than polygons and edges. We define a mesh as a couple M h := (T h , F h ), where T h is a finite collection of polyhedral elements T such that h := max T ∈T h h T > 0 with h T denoting the diameter of T , while F h is a finite collection of planar faces F . It is assumed henceforth that the mesh M h matches the geometrical requirements detailed in [32, Definition 7.2] ; see also [33, Section 2] . Boundary faces lying on ∂Ω and internal faces contained in Ω are collected in the sets F b h and F i h , respectively. For every mesh element T ∈ T h , we denote by F T the subset of F h containing the faces that lie on the boundary ∂T of T . Symmetrically, for every F ∈ F h , we denote by T F the subset of T h containing the elements that share F (one if F ∈ F b h , two if F ∈ F i h ). For each mesh element T ∈ T h and face F ∈ F T , n T F is the (constant) unit normal vector to F pointing out of T . For any boundary face F ∈ F b h , we denote by T F the unique element of T h such that F ∈ F T F and we let n F := n T F F .
Our focus is on the so-called h-convergence analysis, so we consider a sequence of refined meshes that is regular in the sense of [33, Definition 3] with regularity parameter uniformly bounded away from zero. The mesh regularity assumption implies, in particular, that the diameters of a mesh element and its faces are uniformly comparable and that the number of faces in F T is bounded above by an integer independent of h.
Notation and basic results
We abridge into a C b the inequality a ≤ Cb with constant C > 0 independent of h, ν, and, for local inequalities, on the mesh element or face. We also write a C b for C −1 a ≤ b ≤ Ca with C as above. When the constant name is not relevant, we simply write a b and a b.
Let X denote a mesh element or face and, for an integer l ≥ 0, denote by P l (X) the space spanned by the restrictions to X of polynomials in the space variables of total degree ≤ l. We denote by π l X :
The vector-and matrix-valued L 2 -orthogonal projectors, both denoted by π l X , are obtained applying π l X component-wise. The following optimal W s,p -approximation properties are proved in [34, Appendix A.2] using the classical theory of [35] (cf. also [36, Chapter 4] ). Let s ∈ {0, . . . , l + 1} and p ∈ [1, ∞]. It holds with hidden constant only depending on d, l, s, p, and the mesh regularity parameter: For all T ∈ T h , all v ∈ W s,p (T ), and all m ∈ {0, . . . , s},
and, if s ≥ 1 and m ≤ s − 1,
where W m,p (F T ) is the space spanned by functions that are in W m,p (F ) for all F ∈ F T , endowed with the corresponding broken norm.
At the global level, the space of broken polynomial functions on T h of total degree ≤ l is denoted by P l (T h ), and π l h is the corresponding L 2 -orthogonal projector. Broken polynomial spaces form subspaces of the broken Sobolev spaces W s,p (T h ) := v ∈ L p (Ω) : v |T ∈ W s,p (T ) ∀T ∈ T h , which will be used to express the regularity requirements in consistency estimates. We additionally set, as usual, H s (T h ) := W s,2 (T h ).
Discrete velocity space
Let a polynomial degree k ≥ 0 be fixed. We define the following space of hybrid discrete velocity unknowns:
For all v h ∈ U k h , we denote by v h ∈ P k (T h ) d the vector-valued broken polynomial function obtained patching element-based unknowns, that is
The restrictions of U k h and v h ∈ U k h to a generic mesh element T ∈ T h are respectively denoted by
The vector of discrete variables corresponding to a smooth function on Ω is obtained via the global interpolation operator
We equip U k h with the discrete
where, for all T ∈ T h ,
In the analysis, we will frequently invoke the following discrete Sobolev embeddings in U k h , which state that, up to a certain q depending on the space dimension, the L q -norms of the broken polynomial function (7) obtained patching element unknowns are controlled (uniformly with respect to the meshsize) by the discrete H 1 0 -like norm. Proposition 1 (Discrete Sobolev embeddings). Let 1 ≤ q < ∞ if d = 2 and 1 ≤ q ≤ 6 if d = 3. Then, it holds with hidden constant depending only on Ω, k, q, and the mesh regularity parameter:
Proof. See Appendix A.1. We also refer to [34, Proposition 5.4] for the proof of a similar result in the subspace (51) of U k h with strongly enforced boundary conditions.
An immediate consequence of Proposition 1 is that the map · 1,h is a norm on U k h .
Local reconstructions
We next introduce the local reconstructions at the core of the HHO method along with their relevant properties. Throughout the rest of this section, we work on a fixed mesh element T ∈ T h .
Gradient
Inspired by the principles of [33, Sections 4.3.1.1 and 4.4.2], for any integer ≥ 0 we define the local gradient reconstruction
The right-hand side of (12a) mimicks an integration by parts formula where the role of the function represented by v T is played by v T in the volumetric term and by v F in the boundary term. The reformulation (12b), obtained integrating by parts the first term in (12a), shows that G k T v T stems from two contributions: the gradient of the element-based unknown and a boundary correction involving the differences between element-and face-based unknowns. If ≥ k, it follows from [20, Eq. (22) 
Comparing with the definition (5) of the L 2 -orthogonal projector, this gives, in particular,
The following approximation properties for (
Velocity
From G k T , we can obtain a reconstruction r 
, and r k+1 T v T has the same mean value over T as the element-based unknown v T . We note for further use the following characterisation of ∇r k+1 T v T , obtained writing (12b) for τ = ∇w:
This velocity reconstruction will play a key role in the approximation of viscous terms, as detailed in Section 4.1.
Divergence
For any integer ≥ 0, a discrete divergence reconstruction
This discrete divergence will be used with = k in the pressure-velocity coupling (see Section 4.2) and with = 2k to incorporate Temam's device for stability in the convection term (see Section 4.3). An immediate consequence of (15) is that, for any v ∈ H m (T ) d with m as in that equation, it holds that
For further use, we record the following characterisation of D T , obtained from (12b) with τ =
Writing this formula for = 2k and = k and letting, in both cases, q span P k (T ), it is inferred that, for any
Another consequence of (14) together with the linearity of the L 2 -orthogonal projector is the following relation:
Directional derivative
For the discretisation of the convective term, we also need a reconstruction of directional derivatives inspired by [28, Eq. (12) ]. The main novelty is here that the advective velocity field is represented by a vector of discrete velocity unknowns w T ∈ U k T rather than a smooth field on T ; see also [37] for similar developments in the context of miscible displacements in porous media. Specifically, the directional derivative reconstruction
In the above expression, the role of the advective velocity inside the element and on its faces is played by w T and w F , respectively. For all z ∈ P k (T ) d , writing (12b) for = 2k and τ = z ⊗ w T := (z i w T,j ) 1≤i,j≤d and comparing with (21) , one can see that it holds
where, recalling that (G 2k T v T ) ij approximates the partial derivative with respect to the jth space variable of the ith component of the function represented by v T , we have set (
T )v T in that w F replaces w T in the boundary term. The approximation properties of the discrete directional derivative relevant in the analysis are summarised in the following proposition.
Proposition 2 (Approximation properties of the discrete directional derivative). It holds:
Proof. See Appendix A.2.
A discrete integration by parts formula
In this section we prove a global discrete integration by parts formula which plays the role of (2) at the discrete level. It also establishes a link between the discrete directional derivative and divergence reconstructions. As in the continuous setting, this formula plays a central role in proving a non-dissipation property for the convective trilinear form (see point (i) in Lemma 8) and justifies the specific formulation adopted for Temam's device in (41) below.
Proposition 3 (Discrete integration by parts formula). It holds, for all
Remark 4 (Comparison with (2)). Compared with its continuous counterpart (2), formula (24) contains one additional term in the right-hand side where the differences between face and element unknowns in v h and z h appear. This term reflects the non-conformity of the HHO space.
Proof of Proposition 3. Let an element T ∈ T h be fixed. Expanding first
to its definition (21) with z = z T , then integrating by parts the first volumetric term, we obtain
(25) Using again (21) this time with v T = z T and z = v T , we obtain for the first term
Invoking the characterisation (18) of the discrete divergence reconstruction with = 2k and q = v T ·z T , we get for the second term
Plugging (26)- (27) into (25) and rearranging, we obtain
Summing the above equality over T ∈ T h and adding the quantity
the conclusion follows after observing that z (28) is justified observing that, for any internal face
owing to the single-valuedness of w F , v F , and z F and the fact that nT 1 F + n T 2 F = 0 by definition.
The Hybrid High-Order method
In this section we discuss the discretisation of the viscous, pressure-velocity coupling, and convective terms. We then formulate the discrete problem.
Viscous term
To discretise the viscous term, we introduce the bilinear form a h :
where the terms in the second line account for the weakly enforced boundary conditionsà la Nitsche, while the element contribution a T :
In the right-hand side of (30), the first term is the usual Galerkin contribution responsible for consistency, while s T :
T → R is the following stabilisation bilinear form that penalises the difference between the interpolate of the velocity reconstruction and the discrete unknowns:
where, for all v T ∈ U k T , the difference operators are such that, recalling the definition (8) 
The role of this stabilisation bilinear form is to ensure the following uniform local norm equivalence (see, e.g., [30, Lemma 4] , where the scalar case is considered): For all T ∈ T h and all
with · 1,T defined by (10) . It holds (see, e.g., [33, Proposition 3.1]): For all T ∈ T h and all
The properties of the bilinear forms a h relevant for the analysis are summarised in the following lemma.
Lemma 5 (Properties of a h ). The bilinear form a h has the following properties:
(i) Stability and boundedness. It holds with
(ii) Consistency. It holds:
Proof. See Appendix A.3.
Remark 6 (Variations for the Nitsche terms). Several variations are possible for the terms responsible of the weak enforcement of boundary conditions in (29) . Specifically, a symmetric variation is obtained replacing inside the sum over
This term can also be removed altogether, leading to the so-called incomplete variation. One can also add a penalty coefficient η > 0 in front of the penalty term, writing F ηh −1 F w F ·v F . The lower threshold for η leading to a stable method depends on whether the skew-symmetric, symmetric or incomplete versions are considered. For the skew-symmetric version, in particular, stability is obtained provided η > 0, and the expression (29) corresponds to η = 1. The penalty parameter is present in our implementation, and values larger than 1 have sometimes been required in numerical experiments; see the comments in Section 5.1.
Pressure-velocity coupling
The pressure-velocity coupling hinges on the bilinear form
where q T := q h|T . The second term in the right-hand side of (36) accounts for the weak enforcement of boundary conditions. The relevant properties of b h are summarised in the following lemma.
Lemma 7 (Properties of b h
). The bilinear form b h has the following properties:
To discretise the convective term, inspired by (4), we introduce the global
where the second term in the right-hand side accounts for weakly enforced boundary conditions while, for all T ∈ T h , the local trilinear form t
. (41) The second and third terms embody Temam's device [1] , and are crucial to obtain skewsymmetry and non-dissipation properties for t h detailed in the following lemma.
Lemma 8 (Properties of t h ).
The trilinear form t h has the following properties:
Proof. See Appendix A.5.
Remark 9 (Reformulation of t h ). Expanding the discrete directional derivatives appearing in (42) according to their definition (21), we arrive at the following reformulation of t h , which shows that, in the computer implementation, one does not need to actually compute 
Convective stabilisation
When dealing with high-Reynolds flows, it is sometimes necessary to strengthen stability by penalising the difference between face and element unknowns. Fix ρ : R → [0, ∞) a Lipschitzcontinuous function and, for T ∈ T h and a given w T ∈ U k T , define the local stabilisation bilinear form j T (w T ; ·, ·) :
Here, the local (oriented) Reynolds number Re T F :
On boundary faces F ∈ F b h , we simply write Re F (w) instead of Re T F F (w). As already pointed out in [38, 39, 28] , using the generic function ρ in the definition of the convective stabilisation terms enables a unified treatment of several classical discretisations (in the notations of [38] , A(s) = ρ(s) + • Centered scheme: ρ = 0.
• Upwind scheme: ρ(s) = 1 2 |s|. In this case, the definition of j T (w T ; ·, ·) simplifies to
• Locally upwinded θ-scheme: ρ(s) = (dominating diffusion) and to the upwind scheme if |Re T F (w F )| ≥ 1 (dominating advection).
• Scharfetter-Gummel scheme: ρ(s) = s 2 coth(
The advantage of the locally upwinded θ-scheme and the Scharfetter-Gummel scheme over the upwind scheme is that they behave as the centered scheme, and thus introduce less numerical diffusion, when Re T F (w F ) is close to zero (dominating viscosity). See, e.g., the discussion in [40, Section 4.1] for the Scharfetter-Gummel scheme.
For
h → R is obtained by assembling the local contributions and by adding a penalisation at the boundary to account for weakly enforced boundary conditions:
Lemma 10 (Properties of j h ). The stabilisation term j h has the following properties:
Proof. See Appendix A.6.
Discrete problem
Recall that we have set
(Ω) (see Lemma 7) . The HHO discretisation with weakly enforced boundary conditions of problem (1) 
As usual in HHO methods, boundary conditions can also be strongly enforced seeking the velocity approximation in the following subspace of U k h :
The HHO discretisation with strongly enforced boundary conditions of problem (1) then reads:
Some remarks are of order.
Remark 11 (Simplifications). Since both the discrete velocity u h and the test function v h in (52a) are in U k h,0 , the terms involving sums over F ∈ F b h in the bilinear forms a h and b h (see, respectively, (29) and (36)), in the trilinear form t h (see (40) ), and in the convective stabilisation term j h (see (47) ) vanish.
Remark 12 (Mass equation). For all
where we have used the definition (36) of b h and the strongly enforced boundary condition in the first equality, the relation (18) after integrating by parts the first term in the right-hand side in the second equality, and the single-valuedness of interface unknowns together with the strongly enforced boundary condition to conclude. As a consequence, (52b) was written for any q h ∈ P k (T h ), and not only q h ∈ P k h as in (50b). This is a key point to prove the local mass balance (66b) below, which requires to take q h equal to the characteristic function of one element (which, of course, does not have zero average on Ω).
Remark 13 (Incompressibility constraint). Equation (52b) is equivalent to D k T u T = 0 for all T ∈ T h , and expresses the fact that the HHO velocity field solution to (52) is incompressible. Notice, however, that the fact that D k T u T = 0 for all T ∈ T h does not imply, in general, that D 2k
T u T = 0, which justifies the introduction of the second term in the expression (41) of the local convective trilinear form.
Convergence analysis
We investigate here the convergence of the method. We focus on the version (50) with weakly enforced boundary conditions. The proofs carry out unchanged to the version (52) with strongly enforced boundary conditions after accounting for the fact that face unknowns on the boundary vanish for vectors of discrete unknowns in U k h,0 . We estimate the error defined as the difference between the solution to the HHO scheme and the interpolant of the exact solution, denoted for short by
As usual for the Navier-Stokes equations, the error estimate is obtained under a smallness assumption on the data. To specify this smallness assumption, we denote by C P a Poincaré constant in H 1 0 (Ω) d and, using e.g. [34, Proposition 7.1], we take C I such that, for all w ∈
Theorem 14 (Discrete error estimate for small data). Assume that the forcing term f satisfies, for some α ∈ (0, 1),
where C a , C t and C j are defined in (34), (44) and (48), respectively. Let (u, p) ∈ H 1 0 (Ω) d ×L 2 0 (Ω) be a solution to the Navier-Stokes equations (1) and (u, p h ) ∈ U k h × P k h be a solution to the HHO scheme (50) with weakly enforced boundary conditions. Assume that
, and let (û h ,p h ) be defined by (53) . Then, it holds with hidden constant independent of h, ν and α,
Remark 15 (Rates of convergence and convergence without regularity assumption). As in [20, Corollary 16] , one can deduce from (56) the estimate
where ∇ h denotes the broken gradient on T h and r k+1 h u h is defined by patching the local velocity reconstructions: (r k+1 h u h ) |T := r k+1 T u T for all T ∈ T h . Also following the ideas in [20] , we could prove the convergence of the solution to the HHO scheme towards the solution to (1) without requiring any smallness assumption on f or any regularity property on the solution other than [20, Theorem 14] ).
Proof of Theorem 14. (i) Estimate on the velocity.
Set
Defining the consistency error
we have, substituting Ω f ·v h in (50a),
Make v h = e h . The skew-symmetry property (43) of t h together with linearity in its second argument yield 0 = t h (u h , e h , e h ) = t h (u h , u h , e h )−t h (u h ,û h , e h ) and thus, by the boundedness (44) ,
Finally, by (50b), (37) and (1b), we have
Hence, coming back to (58) with v h = e h and using the stability (34) of a h ,
where we have used the definition (54) of C I , the basic estimate u (1)), and (55).
To estimate E h (e h ) from above, we recall that f = −ν∆u + (u·∇)u + ∇p, so that, for any
Using the consistency estimates (35), (45) (together with ∇·u = 0), (49) and (39) , all the elementary components of E h (v h ) can be estimated and we find
Applied to v h = e h and combined with (60), this proves the estimate on the velocity error in (56).
(ii) Estimate on the pressure. To estimate the error on the pressure, we start from the stability property (38) of b h and we use the error equation (58) to write
By trilinearity of t h ,
By bilinearity of j h (u h ; ·, ·),
Hence, the estimate (61) on E h (v h ) and the boundedness properties (34) of a h (together with a Cauchy-Schwarz inequality) and (44) of t h , along with the continuity estimate (48) on j h (with
The proof of the estimate on p h −p h L 2 (Ω) is completed by plugging into the expression above the estimate on e h 1,h already established in (56), by using the definition (54) of C I , and by writing h ≤ diam(Ω) and
and invoking (34) , (43) , j h (u h ; u h , u h ) ≥ 0, and (11) with q = 2).
Links with other methods
As noticed in [30, Section 2.5] for pure diffusion equations, the lowest order HHO method (that is, the discretisation of the diffusive bilinear form presented in Section 4.1 with k=0) is a particular case of the Hybrid Finite Volume method, which is itself a specific instance of the Hybrid Mixed Mimetic (HMM) method [41] . This comparison was extended in [28, Section 5.4] to advection-diffusion-reaction equations, where it was shown that, with a convective term discretised using the directional derivative (21) (with a known velocity field instead of w T ) and a stabilisation term as in Section 4.4, the HHO method for k=0 corresponds to the HMM discretisation of advection-diffusion-reaction equations presented in [38] .
An initial version of the HMM method, in its Mixed Finite Volume form, was applied to the Navier-Stokes equations in [42] , with upwinding of the convective term, albeit using a stabilisation of the diffusion that did not exactly reproduce linear solutions (contrary to s T defined by (31) for k=0). This scheme was modified in [40] to use the standard HMM stabilisation that includes (31) (with k=0) as a specific case, and to include all the various discretisations of the convective term as in [38] or Section 4.4. The HHO method we present here can therefore be considered as a higher-order extension of the HMM scheme for Navier-Stokes as in [42, 40] As shown in [24, Section 4] , the HHO method for diffusion equations is very close to the non-conforming Virtual Element Method (VEM) [43] and the high-order mixed Mimetic Finite Difference method [44] . The nonconforming VEM has been proposed and analysed for the Stokes equations in [45] , with strongly enforced boundary conditions. The HHO methods of Section 4.5 differs from the one presented in this reference, among others, in the choice of the degree for element-based unknowns (k instead of k − 1), which is crucial for the optimal convergence of the convective term appearing in the complete Navier-Stokes system. Another relevant difference is the possibility to weakly enforce boundary conditions.
Numerical tests
This section contains an extensive numerical validation of the proposed HHO methods. All the steady-state computations presented hereafter are performed by means of the pseudotransient-continuation algorithm analyzed by [46] employing the Selective Evolution Relaxation (SER) strategy [47] for evolving the pseudo-time step according to the Newton's equations residual. Convergence to steady-state is achieved when the Euclidean norm of the momentum equation residual drops below 10 −12 . At each pseudo-time step, the linearised equations are exactly solved by means of the direct solver Pardiso [48] , distributed as part of the Intel Math Kernel Library (Intel MKL). Accordingly, the Euclidean norm of the continuity equation residual is comparable to the machine epsilon at all pseudo-time steps. The code implementation makes extensive use of the linear algebra Eigen open-source library [49] .
Kovasznay flow
We start by assessing the convergence properties of the method using the analytical solution of [29] . Specifically, in dimension d = 2 we solve on the square domain Ω := (−0.5, 1. given by
while the pressure is given by
We take here ν = 0.025, corresponding to Re = 40. We consider computations with polynomial degrees k ∈ {0, . . . , 5} over a sequence of uniformly h-refined Cartesian grids having 2 i (i = 2, 3, . . . , 7) elements in each direction. We report in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively, the results for the methods (52) with upwind stabilisation and (50) without convective stabilisation. While any other combination is possible, this setup is preferred here since we noticed that adding the convective stabilisation term with weakly enforced boundary conditions can require in some cases to introduce a penalty parameter larger than 1 in the last term of (29); see Remark 6 on this point. We have observed that this can also be avoided by simply removing convective stabilisation on the boundary from (47) .
The following quantities are monitored (see (57) for the definition of the errors): the energy norm of the error on the velocity e h ν,h := (νa h (e h , e h )) 1 2 , the L 2 -error on the velocity e h L 2 (Ω) d , the L 2 -error on the pressure h L 2 (Ω) , and the assembly and solution times (respectively denoted by τ ass and τ sol ) running a serial version of the code on a 2017 quad-core CPU laptop. The assembly time takes into account: (i) the element-by-element computation of bilinear and trilinear forms; (ii) the element-by-element static condensation; (iii) the assembly of the statically condensed matrix blocks into the global matrix; (iv) the introduction of a Lagrange multiplier to fix the mean value of pressure over Ω; (v) in case of strong boundary conditions, the elimination of boundary face unknowns from the global matrix. We remark that the assembly of the trilinear form requires to revert static condensation in order to compute the velocity solution over mesh elements. This back solve post-processing can be performed element-by-element, but its computational expense is comparable to that of matrix assembly: indeed, all bilinear and trilinear forms need to be recomputed. To avoid incurring this cost, in our implementation the back solve is performed element-by-element during the matrix assembly, meaning that the bilinear and trilinear forms are computed once and twice, respectively. The solution time refers to the wall-clock-cpu time required by the direct solver to perform the LU factorization of the global system matrix and compute the solution increment to update the globally coupled unknowns.
Denoting by e i and h i , respectively, the error in a given norm and the meshsize corresponding to a refinement iteration i, the estimated order of convergence (EOC) is obtained according to the following formula: EOC = log e i − log e i+1 log h i − log h i+1 . Tables 1 and 2 we also report the size of the statically condensed global system matrix (N dof ) and its number of non-zero entries (N nz ). Numerical results confirm the theoretical h-convergence rates estimates; the EOC for the pressure error in L 2 norm is around (for strongly enforced boundary conditions) or exceeds (for weakly imposed boundary conditions) (k+1), and we approach an EOC of (k+1) and (k+2) for the velocity error in the energy and the L 2 norm, respectively. Focusing on the velocity errors, we remark that the convergence rates provided by method (52) with strongly enforced boundary conditions are slightly sub-optimal, while method (50) with weakly enforced boundary conditions is very close to providing optimal rates of convergence. We numerically verified that this occurrence is to be ascribed to convective term stabilization, active in the former while switched off in the latter configuration. Note that the EOC of k=0 degree discretizations is severely impacted, probably due to the higher relative significance of the upwind stabilization with respect to the centered contribution in the discretisation of the convective term. Indeed, the highest jumps between element and faces unknowns are observed for under-resolved low degree computations.
Besides discretization errors, EOCs and computation times, in

Two-and three-dimensional lid-driven cavity flow
We next use the HHO method (52) to solve the lid-driven cavity flow, one of the most extensively studied problems in fluid mechanics. The computational domain is either the unit square Ω = (0, 1) 2 or the unit cube Ω = (0, 1) 3 , depending on the flow space dimensions. Homogeneous (wall) boundary conditions are enforced at all but the top horizontal wall (at x 2 = 1), where we enforce a unit tangential velocity (that is,
. We note that this boundary condition is incompatible with the formulation (1), even modified to account for non-homogeneous boundary conditions, since the solution to the lid driven cavity does not belong to H 1 (Ω) d ; it is however, as mentioned, a very classical and well-understood test that informs on the quality of the numerical scheme. Due to the crucial importance of suitably enforcing the velocity discontinuity at the top corners of the cavity we rely on strong imposition of boundary conditions. In Figures 3, 4 , 5, and 6 we report the horizontal component u 1 of the velocity along the vertical centerline x 1 = 1 2 and the vertical component u 2 of the velocity along the horizontal centerline x 2 = 1 2 for the two dimensional flow at global Reynolds numbers Re := 1 ν respectively equal to 1,000, 5,000, 10,000, and 20,000. The reference computation is carried out on a 128 × 128 Cartesian mesh with k=1. For the sake of comparison, we also include very high-order computations with k=7 on progressively finer Cartesian grids: 16 × 16 for Re = 1,000, 32 × 32 for Re = 5,000, 64 × 64 for Re = 10,000, and 128 × 128 for Re = 20,000. The high-order solution corresponding to Re = 1,000 and Re = 20,000 are displayed in Figure 1 . When available, references solutions from the literature [50, 51] are also plotted for the sake of comparison.
We remark that the solid gray and black lines outlining the behavior of low-order (k=1) and high-order (k=7) velocity approximations, respectively, are perfectly superimposed at low Reynolds numbers, while significant differences are visible starting from Re = 10,000. In particular, at Re = 20,000, k=1 computations are in better agreement with reference solutions by Erturk et al [51] . Nevertheless, since high-polynomial degrees over coarse meshes provide accurate results at low Reynolds numbers, we are led to think that k=1 HHO computations are over-dissipative at high Reynolds. Indeed, strong velocity gradients observed close to cavity walls and multiple counter-rotating vortices developing at the bottom corners are known to be very demanding, both from the stability and the accuracy viewpoints. Note that the thin jet originating at the top-right corner is contained in exactly one mesh element, both on the 16 × 16 grid for Re = 1,000 and on the 128 × 128 grid for Re = 20,000, see Figure 1 .
The three-dimensional lid-driven cavity flow is computed at Re = 1,000, see Figure 2 . In Figure 7 we report k=1, 2, 4 HHO computations over 32 3 , 16 3 , 8 3 hexahedral element grids of the unit cube, respectively (we double both the mesh step size h and the polynomial degree k in order to perform high-order accurate computations at reasonable computational costs).
Comparing the velocity at horizontal and vertical centerlines (passing through the centroid of the unit cube c = (0.5, 0.5, 0.5)) with reference solution from the literature [52] , we demonstrate the ability to accurately reproduce the flow behaviour with coarse meshes and relatively high polynomial degrees (k=4). As opposite, the mismatch region observed in a neighborhood of the negative peak of the u 1 velocity component distribution suggests that both k=1 and k=2 HHO computations are over-dissipative. For the sake of comparison, in Figure 8 , we report higher-order accurate k=4 and k=8 HHO computations over 16 3 and 8 3 hexahedral grids of the unit cube, respectively. These latter velocity solutions are in very good agreement with both the reference solutions of [52] and the k=4 HHO computation over the 8 3 hexahedral grid. The three-dimensional lid-driven cavity computations were run on a dual 18 cores Xeon CPU cluster node exploiting a shared-memory, thread-based implementation, with both matrix assembly and LU factorization performed in parallel exploiting 36 concurrent compute units. In Table 3 it is possible to evaluate the computational expense of three-dimensional liddriven cavity flow computations in terms of global system matrix properties and degrees of freedom count. It is interesting to remark that doubling the mesh step size together with the polynomial degree is beneficial, not only from the accuracy viewpoint, see Figure 7 , but also from the computational costs viewpoint. Indeed, the global matrix size (equal to the number of unknowns after static condensation), the number of non-zero entries of the global statically condensed system matrix, and the number of element unknowns (recall that only pressure averages survive after static condensation) decreases on coarser meshes with higher polynomial degrees. Note that the same h-coarsening plus p-refinement strategy employing discontinuous Galerkin (dG) instead of HHO would have led to a significant increase of the number of Jacobian matrix non-zeroes entries, in particular a k = 8 dG discretization would have topped at 1.5 billion non-zeroes. Indeed, when considering a d-dimensional flow problem, the leading block size of the global sparse matrix grows as the size of polynomial spaces in d−1 and d variables for HHO and dG methods, respectively. This crucial difference suggests that significant efficiency gains might be obtained in the context of implicit time discretizations employing high-order HHO discretizations. 
Flux formulation
We show here that the discrete problem (52) with strongly enforced boundary conditions admits a reformulation in terms of conservative numerical fluxes.
Proposition 16 (Flux formulation). Denote by
h the unique solution to (52) and, for all T ∈ T h and all F ∈ F T , define the numerical normal traces of the viscous and convective momentum fluxes as follows:
where, letting Table 3 : Three-dimensional lid-driven cavity flow. For each HHO discretization of Figure 7 and 8, we report the size of the statically condensed global system matrix (N dof ), its number of non-zero entries (Nnz) and the number of elemental degrees of freedom (N edof = (d + 1) dim(P k (T h ))). The k = 2, 32 3 grid HHO discretization is included for the sake of comparison. for Re = 1,000
Then, for all T ∈ T h , it holds: For any
Moreover, the numerical normal trace of the global momentum and mass fluxes are conservative, i.e., for any interface
Proof. The following equivalent expression for the viscous bilinear form a h defined by (29) descends from [33, Lemma 3.3] , where the scalar case is considered:
Using the global discrete integration by parts formula (24) and accounting for the strongly enforced boundary condition, for any v h ∈ U k h,0 the convective trilinear form defined by (40) evaluated at (u h , u h , v h ) can be rewritten as follows:
Hence, expanding G k T (u T ; v T ) according to its definition (21) with w T = u T and z = u T for all T ∈ T h in the previous expression, adding j h (u h ; u h , v h ), and rearranging the terms we obtain
where we have further observed that (v F − v T |F ) ∈ P k (F ) d to insert π k F into the expression of the convective flux. Finally, writing the definition (36) of b h for q h = p h and expanding, for all T ∈ T h , D k T v T according to its definition (18) with = k and q = p T , we obtain
29 Plugging (68), (69), and (70) into the discrete momentum equation (52a), we obtain, for all
Selecting v h such that v T spans P k (T ) d for a selected mesh element T ∈ T h while v T = 0 for all T ∈ T h \ {T } and v F = 0 for all F ∈ F h , we obtain (66a). On the other hand, selecting
The discrete local mass balance (66b) is a straightforward consequence of (52b) expanding D k T according to its definition (18) . As a matter of fact, accounting for Remark 12, we can take as a test function q h such that, for a selected mesh element T ∈ T h , q T spans P k (T ) while q T = 0 for all T ∈ T h \ {T }. Finally, the continuity of the mass fluxes expressed by (67b) is an immediate consequence of the single-valuedness of face unknowns.
Remark 17 (Finite volume local mass and momentum balances). Let an element T ∈ T h be fixed. We start by observing that, taking in (66a) v T constant in T , the terms in the first line of this expression vanish. As a matter of fact, the first, second, and fourth terms involve derivatives of v T , while, recalling (19), we can write for the third term
where we have used (50b) to infer D k T u T = 0 and conclude. Hence, letting now v T be successively equal to the vectors of the canonical basis of R d , we have the following finite volume-like local momentum balance:
Similarly, taking in (66b) q T = 1, we have the following finite volume-like local mass balance:
The relations (71) are relevant from the engineering point of view, as they guarantee that both momentum and mass are preserved at the local level. From the mathematical point of view, they can be used, e.g., to derive a posteriori error estimators by flux equilibration. 
h , inserting ±v F and using a triangle inequality, it is readily inferred that
Using the relation F ∈F h T ∈T F • = T ∈T h F ∈F T • and recalling the definitions (9) of · 1,h and (10) of · 1,T yields (11). 
(A.2) For the first term, using the orthogonality property (13) with τ = (z ⊗ π 0 T v), we can use a Hölder inequality with exponents (4, 2, 4) to get
where we have additionally used the linearity, idempotency, and L 4 -boundedness of π k T (see [34, Lemma 3.2] ) to write
Using the approximation properties (6a) of the L 2 -orthogonal projector with l = 0, p = 4, s = 1, and m = 0 for the first factor and the approximation properties (15) of the gradient reconstruction with = 2k for the second factor, we get
For the second term, a Hölder inequality with exponents (2, 4, 4) gives
where we have used the optimal approximation properties (6a) of the L 2 -orthogonal projector with l = k, p = 2, s = k + 1, and m = 0 to conclude. For the third term, we will need the following discrete trace inequality, valid for all α ∈ [1, ∞], all T ∈ T h , and all F ∈ F T :
with hidden constant additionally depending on α and l (but not on v or T ). After observing that, owing to the linearity, idempotency, and boundedness of π k F , it holds, for α ∈ {2, 4},
we can write
where we have used the approximation properties (6b) of the L 2 -orthogonal projector with l = k and, respectively, α = 2, m = 0, and s = k + 1 and α = 4, m = 0, and s = 1 to bound the first two factors inside the summation, and the discrete trace inequality (A.5) with α = 4 to bound the third one. Plugging (A.3), (A.4), and (A.6) into (A.2) yields the conclusion. . Summing (32) over T ∈ T h and using the resulting equivalence in combination with (29) , we can write
(ii) Consistency. Let, for the sake of brevity,ŵ h := I k h w and set, for all T ∈ T h ,w T := r 
Integrating by parts element by element and using the fact that v F is single-valued for F ∈ F i h to insert it into the second term, we can write
On the other hand, plugging the definition (30) of a T into (29) , and expanding, for all T ∈ T h , r k+1 T v T according to (16) with w =w T , we can write
where, to cancel the remaining terms inside the sum over F ∈ F b h , we have used the fact that w F = 0 for all F ∈ F b h owing to the assumed regularity w ∈ H 1 0 (Ω) d . Summing (A.8) and (A.9), and using Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities for the first and last terms, the Hölder inequality with exponents (2, ∞, 2) together with n T F L ∞ (F ) d ≤ 1 for the second term, and the definition (10) of · 1,T and h F ≤ h T , it is inferred that
Using the approximation properties of (A.7) ofŵ T to estimate the terms in the first two lines and the consistency (33) of the viscous stabilisation bilinear form s T together with the fact that
v T 1,T owing to the local seminorm equivalence (32) to estimate the term in the third line, we arrive at
where the conclusion follows from Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities on the sums over T ∈ T h and F ∈ F b h . Passing to the supremum over the set v h ∈ U 
(ii) Stability. We proceed as in [27, Lemma 17] . From the surjectivity of the continuous divergence operator from 
, where we have used (37) with v = v q h . Hence, denoting by $ the supremum in the right-hand side of (38) and using the boundedness property (54) of the global interpolator, we can write
Simplifying yields (38) . (iii) Consistency/2. Integrating by parts element by element and using the regularity q ∈ H 1 (Ω) together with the fact that v F is single-valued for all F ∈ F i h to insert it into the second term, we can write
On the other hand, recalling the definition (36) of b h and expanding, for all T ∈ T h , D k T v T according to (18) with = k and q = π k T q |T , we have that
where we have used the definition (5) of π k T together with the fact that ∇·v T ∈ P k−1 (T ) ⊂ P k (T ) to remove the projector from the first term inside the summation over T ∈ T h . Subtracting (A.11) from (A.10), taking absolute values, and using Hölder inequalities with exponents
where we have concluded using the optimal approximation properties (6b) of the L 2 -orthogonal projector with l = k, p = 2, s = k + 1, m = 0. Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities on the sums over T ∈ T h and F ∈ F b h and recalling the definition (9) of · 1,h gives
Passing to the supremum over the set v h ∈ U (40) and use the discrete integration by parts formula (24) to write
The non-dissipation property (43) immediately follows letting z h = v h in (42).
(ii) Boundedness. Accounting for (42) , it suffices to prove that it holds, for all 12) then apply this bound twice exchanging the roles of v h and z h . Recalling (22), we can write
(A.13)
To estimate the first term, we preliminarily observe that
T v T in (12b) written for = 2k, then applying Cauchy-Schwarz and discrete trace inequalities (see (A.5)) to bound the right-hand side. Then, Hölder inequalities with exponents (4, 2, 4), first on the integral over T then on the sum over T ∈ T h , yield
where we have used the discrete Sobolev embedding (11) with q = 4 to conclude. For the second term, we will need the following reverse Lebesgue embeddings, proved in [34,
We have that
where we have used a Hölder inequality with exponents (4, ∞, 2, 4) together with the bound n T F L ∞ (F ) d ≤ 1 in the first line, the discrete trace inequality (A.5) with α = 4 followed by z T L 4 (T ) d ≤ z h L 4 (Ω) d for all T ∈ T h in the second line, the reverse Lebesgue embedding (A.15) with (α, β) = (4, 2) in the third line, the bound h (valid since d ≤ 3) in the fourth line, and the discrete Sobolev embedding (11) with q = 4 followed by a discrete Cauchy-Schwarz inequality on the sums over T ∈ T h and F ∈ F T and the definition (9) of · 1,h to conclude.
(iii) Consistency. Set, for the sake of brevity,ŵ h := I k h w. We decompose the argument of the 36 supremum into the sum of the following terms:
TŵT )ŵ T ·z T T 3 := 1 2
T ∈T h F ∈F T F (ŵ F ·n T F )(ŵ F −ŵ T )·(z F − z T ),
Using the approximation properties (23) of the discrete directional derivative followed by the discrete Sobolev embedding (11) with q = 4, it is inferred for the first term: .16) Note that the assumption w ∈ H 1 0 (Ω) d ∩ W k+1,4 (T h ) d ensures that w ∈ W 1,4 (Ω) d since w |T ∈ W k+1,4 (T ) ⊂ W 1,4 (T ) for all T ∈ T h , and the traces of w at the interfaces F ∈ F i h are continuous (owing to w ∈ H 1 (Ω) d ).
The second term is further decomposed inserting ±(∇·w)ŵ T ·z T :
TŵT )ŵ T ·z T +
2
T ∈T h T (∇·w)(w −ŵ T )·z T =: T 2,1 + T 2,2 .
After observing that (∇·w − D 2k
TŵT ) is L 2 -orthogonal to functions in P k (T ) as a consequence of (13) , and that π 0 T w·z T ∈ P k (T ), we can write
To pass from the second to the third line, we have used the approximation properties (17) of the divergence reconstruction with = 2k to bound the first factor, the linearity, idempotency, and L 4 -boundedness of π k T followed by the approximation properties (6a) of the L 2 -orthogonal projector with l = 0, p = 4, m = 0, and s = 1 to estimate the second factor as follows:
the discrete Sobolev embedding (11) for q = 4 for the third factor, and a discrete Hölder inequality on the sum over T ∈ T h with exponents (2, 4, 4) to conclude. On the other hand, Hölder inequalities with exponents (4, 2, 4) followed by the approximation properties (6a) of the L 2 -orthogonal projector with l = k, p = 2, m = 0, and s = k + 1 give for the second contribution
where we have used the discrete Sobolev embedding (11) for q = 4 to conclude. Collecting the above bounds, we arrive at
To estimate the third term, using a Hölder inequality with exponents (4, ∞, 4, 2) we obtain
For the first factor inside the summations, we use the L 4 -boundedness of π k F followed by a local trace inequality in L 4 (see, e.g., [34, Eq. (A.10)]) and the fact that h T ≤ diam(Ω) 1 to write
For the second factor, using the linearity, idempotency, and L 4 -boundedness of π k F followed by the optimal approximation properties of π k T we obtain
Collecting the above estimates, we can go on writing
where we have used Hölder inequalities with exponents (4, 4, 2) on the sum over T ∈ T h and F ∈ F T together with h F ≤ h T ≤ h to pass to the second line, and the definitions (9) of · 1,h and (10) of · 1,T to conclude. Finally, after observing that w vanishes on ∂Ω owing to the assumed regularity, we have for the fourth term 
Hence, setting e h := v h − w h , 21) where the second inequality follows from the Hölder inequality with exponents (∞, 2, 2), and the conclusion is obtained using the reverse Lebesgue inequality (A.15) with (α, β) = (∞, 2). We then write, for F ∈ F T ,
F e h 1,h + |F | The proof of (48) is complete by plugging this estimate on |F | (ii) Consistency. Letŵ h := I k h w. Since ρ is Lipschitz-continuous and ρ(0) = 0 we have |ρ(s)| |s| for all s ∈ R. Hence, |Re T F (ŵ F )| h F |ŵ F | ν . This firstly shows that the boundary penalisation in j h (ŵ h ;ŵ h , z h ) vanishes (sinceŵ F = 0 for all F ∈ F b h , given that w = 0 on ∂Ω), and then, by Hölder's inequality with exponents (4, 4, 2),
This right-hand side is the same as in (A.18), and the estimates performed on T 3 in the proof of Lemma 8 (see (A.19) ) therefore show that (49) holds.
